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Mouse proclaims to all that he is the mighty tiger. All the other
animals try and name the characteristics of a tiger and how a
little mouse might not fit them—but mouse has an explanation
for each of them. When a real tiger shows up Mouse still plays
the game, and by looking at certain characteristics convinces
this tiger he is really something less scary. This extends to all
the animals. The birds are simply lollipops and that yellow snake
a banana. Mouse is never satisfied though, finally convincing
himself he is much mightier than even the greatest beast around.
The mouse has half-lidded eyes that always give him an air of
superiority—making him a less likable character. Mouse has a
mindset of “I COULD do those things—I just don’t want to,” and
“I’m special so….” When Mouse convinces the tiger that he is
actually the mouse instead, the tiger goes along with it and
appears mightily mollified and sad. Even if the tiger thinks he’s
a mouse, that doesn’t mean that he isn’t a huge scary mouse
who eats meat. This really feels like a book about stereotypes. It
teaches that when we box ourselves into one category, we feel we
can’t do more, even though we totally can. One example of this
is when he convinces the tiger he is actually a mouse, and thus
can’t be strong. The opposite goes as well, that we are not limited
by our genes, but have to potential to become whatever we want
to be. The mouse is not very nice to the other animals—essentially
name calling in a way that gets back at those who didn’t believe
him and allowing him to feel much superior. This rudeness isn’t
addressed and may leave some audiences hoping he gets eaten
by the crocodile at the end, although with his current luck, he will
probably convince the crocodile that it is merely a leaf.
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